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Executive summary

Increased allocations to private fund strategies has allowed private 
equity (PE) to amass a steadily swelling flow of capital commitments 
and reach record tallies of dry powder.
Fundraising trends have heightened for PE firms. With that, we’ve seen more intense 
competition to showcase the most effective investment thesis and find new sources  
of alpha. This report will review some of the findings in key areas, including:

Total capital committed  |  PE dominates private capital fundraising tallies. PE 
firms have already garnered $184.4 billion in capital committed over nearly 200 
vehicles worldwide in 2021. 

Cumulative capital overhang  |  Cumulative capital overhang for the PE industry 
reached a staggering $1.3 trillion as of the end of Q3 2020—the highest level ever. 

Fund managers  |  Experienced managers generally rake in most of capital 
commitments, but allocators are aware of some higher returns from emerging fund 
managers. This explains the variability in some proportions of capital committed 
by year over the past decade—institutional investors looked for promising fund 
managers even if they had only raised a few vehicles before.  

Private equity perspectives

Median fund size  |  Median fund size grew from $170.6 million in 2010 to $235.0 
million in 2020, while 2021 has already registered more than $200 million. 

Sector diversification  |  PE fund managers that tap senior software engineering 
talent from tech giants will likely target software subsegments. And biotech may also 
see more active PE growth funds within its parameters. Such diversification will prove 
important going forward for PE firms’ competitive edges.

Finding competitive advantages  |  The fund managers looking to raise in 2021 will 
need to establish their competitive advantage and operational prowess over the mass of 
dry powder already in the market. In addition, they will need to court LPs like brand-new 
customers and make their experience as allocators as efficient and seamless as possible.

Leaning on technology  |  Modern technology is underutilized in the fundraising 
process. There is ample opportunity for PE professionals to leverage new tools to 
create a better LP experience.
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Macro market trends

In an era of persistently low yields across the formerly traditional harbors  
of government securities, asset allocators have embraced alternative investments. 
Worldwide private capital fundraising steadily grew year-over-year (YoY) 
throughout the 2010s in both value and count. Although growth in fund counts 
eventually leveled off, total capital committed to private capital fund strategies 
only declined YoY between 2019 and 2020. 2021 has already seen a remarkable 
$360.7 billion committed as of late April. That sum represents just over 32% of the 
record tally of capital raised in 2019, potentially indicating that 2021 could come 
close to that same record high.

2010 2011 2012 2013

Global private capital fundraising activity
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
 

Capital raised ($b) Fund count
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2010 20102011 20112012 20122013 20132014 20142015 20152016 20162017 20172018 20182019 20192020 2021* 2020 2021*

Global private capital fundraising activity by type ($)
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
 

Debt DebtFund-of-funds Fund-of-fundsPE PEReal assets Real assets
Real estate Real estateSecondaries SecondariesVC VC

Global private capital fundraising activity by type (#)
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
 

Among the private fund strategies that have seen their proportions of private 
capital fundraising grow, PE and venture capital (VC) stand out, with venture 
seeing its proportions grow the most. However, in total capital committed, PE 
dominates private capital fundraising tallies, with $184.4 billion committed  
over nearly 200 vehicles worldwide in 2021 so far. 
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Global PE fundraising activity
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
 

Capital raised ($b) Fund count

We can attribute institutional investors’ increased allocations to PE to a number of factors, including: 

The longer-term track record of 
many PE fund managers

The diversification of fund 
strategies and approaches

Increasing economic alignment 
between fund sizes and allocator 
mandates

Broader macro trends, both 
economic and monetary

1 2 3 4

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021*
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825

904
874843

928

716
644623

489

840

$184.4$417.7$516.1$452.4$516.1$400.5$306.9$376.4$303.0$221.2$203.0$150.1



PE reached a new high in the buyout boom era preceding the global financial crisis. 
But what enabled that initial peak and subsequent expansion was its steady growth 
over the prior several decades, as firms such as Blackstone and KKR established 
classic buyout models, grew their portfolios, and proved that PE was a viable 
alternative investment holding. PE grew more popular, causing significant  
competition and prompting newer fund managers to diversify strategies. Median Average

 
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021*

Global PE fundraising activity by size ($)
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021*

Global PE fundraising activity by size (#)
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
 

Under $100m Under $100m$100m-$250m $100m-$250m$250m-$500m $250m-$500m
$500m-$1b $500m-$1b$1b-$5b $1b-$5bOver $5b Over $5b

Such competition also led to the fund manager equivalent of an arms race. The 
largest PE firms kept raising larger vehicles with flexible investment mandates so 
that they could target vast divisions of publicly traded companies, multinational 
companies, and entire geographic regions. This intensified competition is evident 
from the fact even the median fund size grew from $170.6 million in 2010 to $235.0 
million in 2020. 2021 has already registered a median of more than $200 million. 



MedianMedian AverageAverage

Median and average time (years) between funds  
for global PE funds
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook

Median and average time to close (months)  
for global PE funds
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
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Fundraising’s trend toward larger vehicles implies a need for investment in 
technology to help maintain scale. As allocations to PE overall grew, it wasn’t 
that smaller funds weren’t able to close, but rather that more PE firms matured, 

demonstrated success, and raised even larger successor pools of capital. This explains 
the consistent proportion of sub-$100 million funds throughout the decade, with only 
2020 registering a significant dip due to the ripple effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Even as funds grew larger, the median and average time to close has gradually 
declined throughout the 2010s. We’ve only seen a flatline in the past few years, 
and this will likely continue given supply-demand capital dynamics and caution 
among investors and managers. The shorter timeline of the actual fundraising 
process is likely attributable to allocators’ enthusiasm, but it may also be caused 
by more efficient processes as fund managers utilize better back-office tools. 
The recent evening out suggests an opportunity for further advancement in 
back-office tech stacks, as opposed to a slackening in demand for exposure 
to PE by capital allocators, given commitments have still been flowing strong. 
As time between funds is generally influenced by opportunities for deployment 
of funds, the lack of significant change worldwide signals PE fund managers’ 
consistency in investing. However, it also indicates strong competition and a 
struggle to find untapped markets. 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020*

Total 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Global PE capital overhang ($b) by year
As of 9/30/2020, Source: PitchBook

$569
$652

$719 $698 $641 $662 $656

Overhang 
by vintage

Cumulative
overhang

$736 $756
$800

$904

$1,080

$1,209
$1,263

$1,305

Those challenges are likely here to stay. Cumulative capital overhang for the PE 
industry is at its highest level ever—a staggering $1.3 trillion as of the end of Q3 
2020 (this lag in data is due to fund reporting cycles). Even though PE activity 
has been robust in 2021 to date, many fund managers will need to maintain 
an operational edge across all aspects of their business, including during the 
fundraising process. Proving out a differentiated strategy and demonstrating 
to LPs a practiced ease in reporting, logistics, accounting, and so on will help 
compel them to reinvest. And that success should continue to lead to PE’s full-
fledged institutionalization as an asset class.
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Key points of evolution

Institutionalization
Truly defining fund manager experience can be tricky, but the number of funds 
provides a useful proxy. In addition, analyzing fundraising volume by this qualitative, 
semi-subjective metric can help highlight the maturity of the entire PE asset class. By 
observing capital committed tallies and fund counts, we can see that more experienced 
managers tend to be responsible for more fundraising. This is a classic cyclical 
occurrence, in that success in deployment of capital leads to greater odds of closing 
on larger, successive vehicles later on. However, allocators are aware of some higher 
returns from emerging fund managers. This explains the variability in some proportions 
of capital committed by year over the past decade—institutional investors sought out 
promising fund managers even if they had only raised a few vehicles before. For newer 
fund managers, demonstrating their operational and fundraising prowess can help 
them stand out and secure commitments. But the PE industry now has sufficient depth 
and capacity to absorb more capital than ever before, allowing some of the largest 
institutional investors in the world enter this arena.

Global PE fundraising activity by size (#)
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook 

Global PE fundraising activity by size ($)
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook 
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Global first-time PE funds as % of all funds (#)
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook 

Global first-time PE fundraising activity
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook 

Capital raised ($b) First-time fund count

Maturation
When examining first-time fundraising activity, many might wonder whether the 
PE market is slowly reaching capacity due to the amount of capital allocated to the 
strategy. At first glance, it would seem not given how healthy first-time fundraising 
activity was for much of the 2010s. 2020 was an understandable aberration, and 
2021 is off to a healthy pace at 23 vehicles closed on $5.7 billion. In addition, first-
time fundraising’s proportion of all fundraising activity has held relatively steady for 
the second half of the 2010s and only dipped slightly so far in 2021. Such stability 
signals the industry’s maturation. There are still greenfield opportunities for newer 
managers to raise vehicles, but there is also little turnover amid established firms 
that keep raising larger vehicles. With increasing scale, these managers can now find 
more ambitious targets, whether in take-privates of publicly listed companies that are 
struggling, or even some of the larger, privately held, venture-backed unicorns.
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Median Average

Global median and average PE fund step-ups
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
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The median fund step-up in size has also held steady for most of the past decade, 
further indicating stability in the PE space. The average is skewed by the largest and 
most successful cohort of PE firms that have sometimes been able to double fund  
sizes after stellar results.
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Diversification
Sector focus is just one of the many tools PE firms’ have on hand as they look to 
raise a pool of capital, but it has become increasingly important. Operating partners 
with deep sector expertise were always in play, but they have become essential in 
the competitive landscape, especially as PE firms move into nascent niches. It is 
difficult to classify a given fund’s true sector focus, but looking at the firm level, the 
past decade and a half has seen most PE firms focus primarily on B2B investments. 
Healthcare and information technology—namely, software—are also growing.  As 
digitization spreads and new business models emerge, we have seen sectors lines 
blur, creating potential new arenas for PE to raise dedicated investment vehicles. PE 
fund managers that tap senior software engineering talent from tech giants will likely 
target software subsegments. In addition, biotech may see PE growth funds become 
more active within its parameters. Such diversification will prove critical going forward 
for PE firms’ competitive edges.

Global PE firms (#) by sector focus
As of 2006-4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook 
  Only including investors with primary investor types as: buyout, growth/expansion, mezzanine, other private equity
  Only including firms that have done at least 50 PE deals since 2006
  Focus is defined as firms with at least 50% of deals in a specific sector
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Global PE firms (#) 
by sector focus
As of 2006-4/20/2021 

Source: PitchBook 
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The record amount of capital overhang has fueled a surge in PE activity over the past 
decade. 2021 is off to a robust start as well, with nearly $380 billion in aggregate deal 
value across close to 3,500 transactions. Fund managers are still able to deploy capital, 
and in fact have kept up a relatively steady pace of capital calls even with record dry 
powder. We will be waiting to see how PE fundraising will play out over the next two or 
three years given that the competitive dealmaking environment may have reached a 
sustained peak. Capital calls may occur a slightly lumpier clip as fund investors look to 
rapidly close deals or struggle to deploy dry powder.

Looking forward

Global PE deal activity
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook
 

Deal value ($b) Deal count

2010

6,139

$586.6

2011

7,152

$716.6

2012

7,487

$747.8

2013

7,502

$846.0

2014

8,973

$1,068.1

2015

9,783

$1,127.0

2016

10,050

$1,171.2

2017

10,753

$1,347.9

2018

11,658

$1,525.1

2019

11,546

$1,491.9

2020

10,419

$1,272.5

2021*

3,490

$376.4
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Analyzing capital overhang by size bucket and vintage year, we see that during the 
past four vintage years—including three quarters’ worth of 2020—the bulk of dry 
powder is concentrated in the surfeit of billion-dollar vehicles that closed in the past 
few years. This means the largest cohort of PE firms have hundreds of millions of 
dollars to deploy amid an intriguing, intense, post-pandemic dealmaking environment. 
This will ensure that of the fund managers looking to raise this in 2021, this cohort 

Global PE capital overhang ($b) by size and vintage year
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook

Average capital call as % of global PE fund  
size by years since inception
As of 4/20/2021, Source: PitchBook

will need to establish their competitive advantage and operational prowess over the 
significant mass of dry powder that is already in the market. In addition, PE firms  
will need to court LPs like brand-new customers, making their experience as allocators 
as efficient and seamless as possible. It is possible the time taken to close funds may 
remain steady as LPs look to fund managers to prove out their investment theses and 
demonstrate how they can navigate the first half of the 2020s.

Over $1b Over $1b$500m-$1b $500m-$1b$250m-$499m Under $250m
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With LP capital locked up and awaiting deployment, PE fund managers  
must get creative in wooing investors with new opportunities. Fundraising 
will become even more competitive in the coming months as prospective LPs 
remain selective. Without a doubt, fund track records, sector expertise, and 
pre-existing relationships will prove to be the deciding factors. However, the 
“digital experience” must not be overlooked.

If the pandemic has taught us anything, it’s that technology can be the difference 
between a good and excellent relationship. Despite this, according to our New State 
of M&A Report, only 10% of PE professionals believe that their company’s technology 
sophistication is high across the M&A process. This is an alarming statistic considering 
the level of detail needed to execute transactions.

This very much articulates many of the pain points that GPs experience as they 
navigate the fundraising process. The thoughtful ideation of the fund strategy and 
execution of marketing materials is essential.  But the delivery channels can easily be 
an afterthought. Creating a clean and consistent experience for LPs from fundraising to 
close and reporting is necessary to nurture relationships. 

For prospective investors, they should access key artifacts of new funds—such as 
term sheets, private placement memorandums (PPMs), pitchbooks, limited partnership 
agreements (LPAs)— via a central document repository. Investor due diligence has 
become increasingly thorough as environmental, social and governance (ESG) and 
regulatory issues maintain center-stage. Keeping a clear line of communication between 
GPs, prospective investors, placement agents, and so on will make a big difference. 
Leveraging new technologies such as AI, blockchain, & Big Data can optimize the 
deal process. AI, for example, can be impactful during due diligence by offering better 
organization of files in a VDR to help LPs effectively navigate documents and datasets.

Bridging the technology 
gap in PE fundraising 

Which of the following 
technologies do PE 

professionals think will have 
the most transformational 
impact on the M&A process  

in the next five years? 

Blockchain AI/ML Big data CRM platforms Cloud
Source: Datasite, “The New State of M&A” survey, February-April 2020

26%

26%23%

13%

12%
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Application upgrades
for Investor Relations

For smaller GPs, a significant technology investment (such as a commercial- 
grade CRM) may not be in the cards.  However, there are other ways to drive  
cross-functional collaboration in the fundraising process. Technology can 
help facilitate this and maximize the effort of your team to generate industry 
relationships. A few easy ways to make a difference:

Maintain investor lists in one place. Centralize go-to-market tools. Take a data-driven approach. 
Having prospective LPs’ contact information 
in one place and segmented based on the 
investment opportunity and fund strategy 
can be a gamechanger. Plug this information 
into a secure VDR and only give access to the 
authorized internal stakeholders. If you have 
placement agents or third parties engaged in 
a process, make sure to redact any information 
you don’t want them to see in-app.

If you find your team spends a lot of effort 
crafting communications to buyers, it might 
be time to think about leveraging technology 
to automatically help you perform bulk emails/
watermarks. This will give you more hours to 
have live conversations with your key partners.

Depending on the tasks, knowing which LPs or 
third parties have accessed documents 
 will be critical to help drive better processes. 
Activating this information will enable you to 
plan follow-up conversations and talk tracks to 
LPs. Maintaining this data across deals will paint 
a better picture of your go-to-market efforts and 
offer more clarity for future fundraising rounds.
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Recommendations

Three ways to digitize the fundraising  
experience for better outcomes
Based on extensive conversations with leading PE firms around the globe,  
Datasite recommends the following three steps to help improve the efficiency  
of the PE fundraising process.

Leverage technology to stay organized 
and keep LPs informed

  Add documents to an intuitive repository, 
equipped with OCR text search to ensure 
smooth investor navigation.

  Leverage AI to automatically categorize 
thousands of documents in minutes.

  Bulk redact sensitive information and data in 
seconds to ensure GDPR/CCPA compliance 
and protect strategically and commercially 
sensitive content.

Drive investor outreach with the right 
marketing tools

  Consolidate LP and prospective investor 
contact lists in one place to support IR 
relationship building.

  Partner with IR team members, advisors, and 
placement agencies on investor engagement  
via a centralized tracker.

  Leverage tools to accelerate engagement,  
such as bulk email/watermarking capabilities, 
to get outbound communications out to 
prospective LPs faster. 

Facilitate M&A under one  
source of truth

  As you shift to acquisition strategies, deal 
preparation, and exits, keep all information 
secure under one SaaS platform for easy access.

  Utilize customized analytics that help you stay 
on top of your deal with interactive dashboards 
that track milestones.

1 2 3
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#wheredealsaremade

Invest in your investments
So, now you’re all caught up. You’ve got a picture of what’s happening 
in PE around the world, as well as some insight into the short-term 
future of fundraising. What’s next? It’s time to take action. It’s time for 
your firm to take concrete steps to:

  Prepare for fundraising earlier
  Identify a central repository to keep LPs informed
  Create success with tailored marketing tools

With Datasite, you can do all of the above. Just ask the top 20 global 
PE firms, all of which used Datasite last year. Or, poll the 78,000 PE 
professionals worldwide who chose to do the same. Datasite is much 
more than a VDR. From fundraising to exits, we’re a great investment 
in great investments. For more information on how Datasite can drive 
success across the PE lifecycle, visit us at Datasite.com.

https://www.datasite.com/us/en.html

